
 

Hello Nursery and Reception  

 

We are missing you lots and hope you are having lots of fun spending time 

with your families at home. Most of you collected your work packs so that you 

could take part in home learning and we are aware that you may have  

nearly finished them. We have put some ideas and activities together for a 

topic we would have been covering at school during this time. We hope that 

you enjoy these fun activities. 

 

Make sure you are uploading your pictures of your work to ‘Learning Book’ as 

Miss Montgomery and Mrs Chapman are still checking online to see how  

everyone is doing at home.  

Stay safe, stay at home, we miss you lots and will see you all very soon 

xxxx 



 Writing & Reading 

Reception - Write a simple sentence about 
the stories you have read. 
Write about what type of transport is your 
favourite. 
Write a story about going on a journey 

Label a drawing of a car/train/aeroplane 

Nursery - Draw a picture about the stories 
you have read. 
Draw a picture of your favourite type of 
transport. 
Draw and talk about when you have been on 
a journey. 
Label a drawing of a car/train/aeroplane. 
 

Communication & Language 

Listen carefully and retell the stories 

from the book list. 

Discuss the stories in full sentences 
and answer questions about the stories. 

Tell an adult how you made… a train, 

car, a hot air balloon or how you made 

up a game. 

Book List on the next page – you can 

find most of these stories on youtube if 

you do not have them at home. 

Mathematics 

Reception -  Double and halve with counters 

Order numbers to 20 

Addition and subtraction using objects and 
counting on or  back 

Nursery  - Count out a small number of 
cars, bricks, crayons etc.- how many have 
you got? 
Notice numbers in your house- what are 
they? 

Write some numbers up to 10. 
Count up to 10/20 out loud. 

App List 

Oxfordowl.co.uk 

Phonicsplay.co.uk 

Maths is fun 

Bbc listening game 

  

Where did the wheels on the bus go? 

 

Personal social and emotional 

Discuss personal journeys the children 

have been on 

What’s your favourite type of transport – 
Tally Chart 

Why did the train run away? 

Physical 

Stop/go games using traffic light colours 

Fast/slow games based on modes of 

transport 

Make tracks with footprints 

Set up an obstacle course to travel 

along 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Make a model boat 
Make a moving vehicle 

Construct a train with blocks and parts 

Make an aeroplane 

Use instruments whilst listening the wheels 
on the bus 

Pretend you’re going on a journey on a bus, 
train, aeroplane. 
Sing- Wheels on the bus, Row Row Your 
Boat, Big Ship Sails. 

Understanding of the World 

Talk about what cars, trains and planes 

used to look like. 

Go on a train ride with your family 

Look on the internet at how fast cars 

can go and compare with planes and 

boats 

Use different materials so see what 

floats/sinks 

Early Years Homework  



Book List  

 ‘Mr Grumpy’s Outing’ and ‘Mr Grumpy’s Motor’ Car by John Burningham 

‘The Train Ride‘ by June Crebbins 

‘The Naughty Bus’ by Jan & Jerry Oke 

‘Lost and Found’ by Oliver Jeffers 

‘I Wish I Were a Pilot’ by Stella Backstone 

‘Duck in the Truck’ by Jez Alborough 

‘The Great Balloon Hullaballoo’ by Peter Bently & Mei Matsuoka 

 

See this website for some of our favourite songs and maybe some new ones!  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-songs-index/zhwdgwx  

 

See CBeebies for bedtime stories. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-songs-index/zhwdgwx

